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0. DISCUSSION
For V a singular affine irreducible variety over a field k, and D an
O -module of k-linear derivations, we wish to address the question whetherV
Äthere is a blowup V of V such that the subsheaf of the constant sheaf of
rational functions
O ? D O .Ä ÄV V
Äis a locally free coherent sheaf on V.
At one extreme is the case D s O ? d for d g D a fixed derivation. InV
this case, the question is equivalent to whether the vector field d lifts to a
Änonsingular one-dimensional foliation on V. Significant work has been
done on the question of reduction of singularities of vector fields in this
 w x .situation see 1 and its sequels .
At the other extreme, assuming V is normal, for any nonsingular blowup
Ä .  .  .Bl V s V there does exist a D ; Der O , O such that O ? D O isÄ ÄI k V V V V
locally free of rank one.
In both these cases, and for general D, the problem is equivalent to
finding an ideal I ; O so that, once modified in a certain way to produceV
 .  .a new ideal J I , it must happen that as a fractional ideal J I is a divisor
of a power of I:
'K 'a K J I s I a . .
For purposes of discussion, let's call this the ``strict condition.'' From the
previous paragraph, the problem of finding an ideal I satisfying the strict
condition for at least some choice of D is analogous to, but easier than,
the problem of resolving the singularities of V. Moreover, understanding
either problem well should enlighten the other.
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The fact that I occurs on both sides of the equation reflects possible
 .twisting in the sheaf O ? D O .Ä ÄV V
Some of these issues will be discussed in a sequel. In this note, the aim
is to replace the strict condition with something a little more manageable.
In Theorem 10 of Section 3 we describe a second, more relaxed condition
on an ideal J, but such that the existence of an ideal J satisfying the
relaxed condition still implies the existence of an ideal I satisfying the
strict condition. One of the features of the relaxed condition is that it is an
inclusion of ideals, rather than an equality. During the proof, the auxiliary
ideal K is eliminated from the equation.
The new condition comes furnished with a rule which, from any solution
J produces a solution I of the strict condition, and vice versa.
1. INTRODUCTION: RESOLUTION OF G -ACTIONSm
In this introductory section we'll illustrate what the calculation says in a
special case. In Section 2, all the fundamentals about derivations and
blowing up will be developed. None of Section 2 is deep; however, basic
facts, such as the fact that one blowup dominates another if and only if
one ideal is a divisor of a power of the other, do not seem to occur
elsewhere in the literature. In Section 3, the main theorem will be stated
in general and proven.
For this section, let V be an irreducible affine variety over k a field of
characteristic zero, and suppose V is furnished with a G -action. Let'sm
n Älook for an equivariant map V ª A such that up on V ª V, the least
blowup where the associated map to projective space
Ä ny1V ªP
x
nV ª A
becomes well-defined, the natural vector field on V lifts to a nonsingular
foliation. In this case the coordinate ring of V is a graded k-algebra
??? qR q R q R q R q R q ??? and we are asking whether therey2 y1 0 1 2
is a homogeneous ideal I whose blowup resolves the vector field
d ??? f q f q f q f q f q f ??? .y2 y1 0 1 2 3
s ??? y2 f y f q 0 q f q 2 f q 3 f ??? .y2 y1 1 2 3
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We can deduce from the main theorem in Section 3 that for any graded
subspace J ; R, we have the following:
 .  .  .THEOREM Special Case . i Suppose condition * holds for the set of
homogeneous elements of J. Then blowing up the ideal I generated by all
products of three homogeneous elements ABC of J which are not all three of
equal degree resol¨ es the ¨ector field.
 .ii Con¨ersely, if there is any homogeneous ideal I which resol¨ es the
N  .¨ector field, any sufficiently high power J s I satisfies condition * .
Therefore, the existence of a graded subspace J ; R satisfying condition
 .* is equivalent to the possibility of resolving the vector field by blowing
up a homogeneous ideal.
 .Below is condition * in this special case. Note when there exists any
graded subspace Jrsubset R satisfying this condition, then there must
exist another such choice of J which is a homogeneous ideal, and yet
another such choice of J which is a finite-dimensional vector space.
However, of course, J is never concentrated in a single degree unless
I s 0, in which case the blowup is undefined.
 .Condition * . Firstly, any product x s ABCDEF of six homogeneous
elements of J such that some subset of four letters neither has a three-of-
 .a-kind three of the same degree nor two two-of-a-kind's must have the
property that the same element x lies in the ideal generated by all
products HIJKLM of six homogeneous elements of J with no four-of-a-
kind. Secondly, any product x s ABCDEFG of seven homogeneous ele-
ments of R such that the first six A, B, C, D, E, and F lie in J and G has
nonzero degree, and such that some subset of four of the first six has no
 .three-of-a-kind but two two-of-a-kind's are allowed , must have the prop-
erty that the same element x lies in the ideal generated by all products
HIJKLM of six homogeneous elements of J with no four-of-a-kind.
 .It is worth explaining how Condition * here is deduced from the more
general condition of Section 3. The products ABCD of homogeneous
elements of J with no three-of-a-kind or two two-of-a-kind's form a set of
 .generators of M M J , where D is the principal module generated by d .D D
Therefore the elements x described in the first part of the condition span
2  .J M M J . The elements x described in the second part spanD D
2  ..2  .J M J D O . The requirement is that any such element must lie inD V
  ..3M J , and indeed, this ideal is spanned by products of six homoge-D
neous elements of J with no four degrees of a kind.
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2. FUNDAMENTALS
 .1. LEMMA. If I s f , . . . , f is an ideal and N G 1 then1 m
my1.N N N . m N N N N .I f , . . . , f s I . Likewise if I s A q B then I A q B s1 M
I 2 N.
 .2. THEOREM. Let I s f , . . . , f and J be ideals of an integral domain1 m
R. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .i For some b and some fractional ideal L,
f b , . . . , f b g JL ; I b.1 m
 .  .ii The pullback of J to a sheaf of ideals on Bl Spec R is locallyI
principal.
 .iii There is a map o¨er Spec R
Bl Spec R ª Bl Spec R . .  .I J
 . aiv As a fractional ideal, J is a di¨ isor of I for some a .
 .Proof. Suppose i , so for some b and some fractional ideal L,
f b , . . . , f b g JL ; I b.1 m
By the lemma,
f b , . . . , f b I b my1. s I b m .1 m
so multiplying through the previous equation by I b my1. we have
I b m s JLI b my1. .
 .  .  .Setting a s b m we have iv . Conversely, iv directly implies i .
 .  .  .Next let's show i implies ii . Suppose i . Let us calculate this pullback
 .of J. We may cover Bl V by coordinate chartsI
U s Spec A .i i
for
`
jA s Irf . .Di i
js0
a  a .Since JL contains f , the ideal J ? Lrf ? A ; A contains 1. Thisi i i i
 .implies the ideal JA is invertible, i.e., locally free. The implication iii
 .implies i is obtained by reversing this argument, using the fact that a
locally free sheaf is locally free on every coordinate patch. Finally, the
 .  .  .equivalence between i and iii comes from the fact that i is an algebraic
 .reformulation of iii .
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 .Let f , . . . , f s I ; O be an ideal and let D be an O -module of1 m V V
k-linear derivations of O .V
 .  .  .3. DEFINITION. Let J I be the ideal generated by the ad b y bd aD
for a, b g I, d g D.
Also,
 .  .4. DEFINITION. If I s f , . . . , f , let M f , . . . , f be the ideal of O1 n D 1 n V
 .  .generated by the f d f y f d f for d g D.i j j i
 . 2  .  .5. THEOREM. J I s I D O q M f , . . . , f .D V D 1 n
 .  .Proof. Clearly M f , . . . , f ; J I , the right side containing eachD 1 n D
 . 2  .generator of the left by definition. Also, J I ; I D O qD V
 .M f , . . . , f because each element of the left side is a sum of elementsD 1 n
 .  .   .  ..   .of the form af d bf y d af bf s f f ad b y bd a q ab f d f yi j i j i j i j
 . . 2  .  .d f f . It remains to prove I D O ; J I . Thus take a typical genera-i j V D
 .tor f f d x . Leti j k
A s d x f f y x f d f g J I . .  . .k j i k j i d
We have
A s d x f f q x d f f y x f d f . .  . .k i j k j i k j i
 .  .  .  .  .Let B s d f f y f d f g J I . Now f f d x s A y x B g J I .j i j i d i j k k d
 .Let f , . . . , f be a sequence of generators of an ideal I ; O . Let1 m V
x , . . . , x be a sequence of k-algebra generators of O .1 n V
The proof of Theorem 5 shows that
 .6. THEOREM. If a sequence f , . . . , f of generators of I is enlarged by1 n
 .appending all products of the f with a system x , . . . , x of k-algebrai 1 m
 .  .generators of O, the new sequence f , . . . , f has the property that J I s1 N D
 .M f , . . . , f .D 1 N
 .  .7. LEMMA. The pullback of J I to Bl V is the sheaf of ideals which,D I
 .on the coordinate chart Spec A , agrees with the ideal generated by thei
2  . 2  .  .f d x and the f d f rf note i is now fixed .i h i j i
Proof. Let p be the structure map of the blowup. For each i let
` NI
A s .Di NfiNs0
Ä .  .Let U s Spec A , so the U form an open cover of V s Bl V . We havei i i I
for each i,
p * J I U .  .D D i
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is the ideal of U with generatorsi
f f t x , f t f y f t f , .  . . .l j u l j j l
where u, l, and j range over the appropriate numbers, the x range overu
any set of k-algebra generators of O , and t ranges over the elements ofV
D. For r, s / i, we have
f fr s
f t f y f t f s ? f t f y f t f y ? f t f y f t f . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .r s s r i s s i i r r if fi i
Recalling that i is fixed, we now may remove the generators of the second
type for which l / i. Also, for r, s not both equal to i we have
f fr s2f f t x s f ? t x . .  .r s u i uf fi i
We may then remove the generators of the first type except when r s s s i.
Our ideal is now generated by the
f 2t x , f t f y f t f . .  .  . .i u i s s i
The next theorem explains why one has become interested in the ideal
Ä .  .J I . Let V s Bl V . ThenD I
 .  . .8. THEOREM. p * J I s O D O y2 E , where E is the exceptionalÄ ÄD V V
di¨ isor associated to blowing up I.
Proof. This follows immediately from the previous lemma, since the xh
and the f rf are a system of k-algebra generators of the ith coordinatej i
ring A . We merely apply d and multiply by the square of the locali
generator of E, which is f .i
9. THEOREM. If the characteristic of k is not equal to 2 and A s
 .  .f , . . . , f , B s g , . . . , g ; O then1 n 1 m V
M f , . . . , f g , . . . , g s A2M g , . . . , g q B2M f , . . . , f .  .  .  . .D 1 n 1 m D 1 m D 1 n
and
J AB s A2J B q B2J A . .  .  .D D D
 . .Here the product f , . . . , f g , . . . , f denotes the sequence of all pairwise1 m 1 n
products.
Proof. By Theorem 6, it is possible to choose the sequences of genera-
 .  .tors large enough so that M f , . . . , f s J A , etc., so the first formulaD 1 n D
implies the second. To prove the first formula, a typical distinguished
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 . ..generator of M f , . . . , f g , . . . , g is1 n 1 m
f g d f g y f g d f g .  .i j k l k l i j
s f f g d g y g d g q g g f d f y f d f , .  .  .  . . .i k j l l j l j i k k i
2  . 2  .which is in A M B q B M A . Conversely, to obtain a typical generator,
say,
f f g d g y g d g .  . .i k j l l j
of the sum, we write
1 f g d f g y f g d f g q f g d f g y f g d f g .  . .  . .i j k l k l i j k j i l i l k j2
1s f f g d g y g d g q g g f d f y f d f .  .  .  . . . i k j l l j l j i k k i2
qf f g d g y g d g y g g f d f y f d f .  .  .  . . . .k i j l l j l j i k k i
s f f g d g y g d g . .  . .i k j l l j
 . ..The first line is clearly an element of the ideal M f , . . . , f g , . . . , g .D 1 n 1 m
3. THE THEOREM
For this section k is allowed to have any characteristic except two. To
 .make sense of the theorem, it is necessary to view M f , . . . , f some-D 1 m
times as an ideal with a particular generating sequence so M can beD
.applied again . One may take the sequence of generators which is given in
the definition of that ideal, letting d range over an arbitrary O -moduleV
generating set of D.
Let D be any O -module of k-linear derivations. For any sequenceV
 .  .f , . . . , f ; O , letting J be the ideal J s f , . . . , f , let's say the1 m V 1 m
 .  .sequence f , . . . , f satisfies Condition * if1 m
22J M M f , . . . , f q M f , . . . , f D O .  .  . . /D D 1 m D 1 m V
3; M f , . . . , f . . .D 1 m
Ä .10. THEOREM. i Let I ; O be any ideal such that the blowup V sV
 .Bl V satisfies the property thatI
O D O .Ä ÄV V
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is locally free. Then for N 4 0 the ideal J s I N has a sequence of generators
 . which satisfies Condition * precisely, any sequence of generators of J
together with their products with a system of k-algebra generators of O will
.do .
 .  .ii Let f , . . . , f ; O be any sequence of elements satisfying condi-1 m V
 .  .tion * , and write J s f , . . . , f the associated ideal. Then the ideal1 m
Ä .  .I s J ? M f , . . . , f is such that the blowup V s Bl V satisfies the prop-D 1 m I
erty that
O D O .Ä ÄV V
is locally free.
Remark. Everything here remains true if the sequences of functions
 .f , . . . , f are allowed to be infinite. This is important for the application1 m
in the Introduction, because there we take as our generating functions the
full set of homogeneous elements of an ideal. We may as well say m is
allowed to be any cardinal number.
Ä  .Proof. Suppose I is such that the blowup V s Bl V satisfies theI
property that
O D O .Ä ÄV V
is locally free. This is of course the same as saying that
O D O y2 E . .Ä ÄV V
is locally free. By Theorem 8,
O D O y2 E ( p * J I . .  . .  .Ä ÄV V D
By Theorem 2, this is locally free if and only if there is a number a and an
ideal K such that
K J I s I a . .D
 aq1.Now let's calculate K J I . Using Theorem 9 plus induction, we haveD
K J I aq1 s KI 2 aJ I . .  .D D
This is then equal to
s I 2 aI a s I 3a ,
and it follows that
33 aq1 aq1KI J I s I . .  .  .D
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Let us set N s 2a q 2, J s I N, and calculate
J 2J J J s I 4aq4J J I 2 aq2 . .D D D D
Writing I 2 aq2 s I aq1I aq1 and using Theorem 9, we have
J I 2 aq2 s J I aq1I aq1 .  .D D
s I 2 aq2J I aq1 . .D
Substituting, we find
J 2J J J s I 4aq4J I 2 aq2J I aq1 . .  . .D D D D
Again using Theorem 9, we have the formula
22 aq2 aq1 4aq4 aq1 aq1 2 aq2J I J I s I J J I q J I J I , .  .D D D D D D
from which we obtain
32 8 aq8 aq1 6aq6 aq1J J J J s I J J I q I J I .D D D D D
2 33 aq1 2 aq2 aq1 aq1s KI J I ? I J J I q J I . .  . /D D D D
Now, another application of Theorem 9 shows us that
2 23 aq1 aq1 3 3 aq1KI J J I q J I J KI s J KI J I , .  .  . .  .D D D D D D
from which we obtain the inclusion
23 aq1 3 aq1KI J J I ; J KI J I . .  .D D D D
This gives us
2 2 52 aq1 2 aq2 3 aq1 3 aq1J J J J ; J I ? I J KI J I q KI J I . .  . .  .  .D D D D D D
Now we are in a position to eliminate K. We find
2 6 32 aq1 2 aq2 3aq3 aq1 aq1J J J J ; J I I J I q I J I . .  . .  .D D D D D
Applying Theorem 9 to the first term we see it is equal to the second, so
we finally conclude
6 3 32 aq1 aq1J J J J ; I J I s J J . .  .  . .D D D D
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 .Now, with respect to any sequence of generators of J J we may rewriteD
the left side of the equation according to Theorem 5:
22 2J M J J q J J D O s J J J J . .  .  . .D D D V D D
To produce the sequence of generators implicit in the statement of the
 .theorem, begin with any sequence of generators f , . . . , f of J, and1 m
 .  .enlarge it according to Theorem 6, so that J J s M f , . . . , f . AlsoD D 1 m
choose a system of O-module generators d g D, so the right side of the
 .  .equation above is generated by the f d f y f d f . With respect to thisi j i
system of generators it makes sense to apply M again, using Theorem 5D
we finally obtain the formula
2 32J M M f , . . . , f q M f , . . . , f D O ; M f , . . . , f , .  .  .  . . /D D 1 m D 1 m V D 1 m
 .which proves Condition * .
 .Conversely, if this condition holds, let I s J M f , . . . , f . We haveD 1 m
J I s J J M f , . . . , f . .  . .D D D 1 m
By Theorem 9 and Theorem 5 this is equal to
22J M M f , . . . , f q M f , . . . , f J J . .  . .D D 1 m D 1 m D
 .We can expand J J out by Theorem 5D
J J s M f , . . . , f q J 2 D O . .  .  .D D 1 m V
Substituting, we find
32J I s J M M f , . . . , f q M f , . . . , f .  .  . .  .D D D 1 m D 1 m
2 2q M f , . . . , f J D O . .  . .D 1 m V
The first term plus the last term are contained in the middle term by
 .Condition * , and so
3
J I s M f , . . . , f . .  . .D D 1 m
Since
I s J M f , . . . , f , .D 1 m
we can let K s J 3, and we have
K J I s I 3. .D
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 .By Theorem 2 this proves that when we blowup I, the ideal J I pullsD
back to a locally free sheaf, and then by Theorem 8 this proves that
O D O y2 E . .Ä ÄV V
is locally free. Untwisting the sheaf does not affect local freeness and we
are done.
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